This EMT Says ‘Commitment, Service & Sacrifice’ with His Boots. How Do You Say It?

Why do you see uneven wear on an EMT’s boots? Because every time an EMT drops a knee to help someone, it scrapes the same toe. Performing CPR? Both knees down, both toes scrape. So though an EMT wears them, thousands of people wear them down.

Introducing the NEMSMF Commitment, Service & Sacrifice challenge...

A nationwide look at what drives EMS to be the first line of defense.

Show us in pictures, words or both what “Commitment, Service & Sacrifice” mean to you as an EMS Provider.

We’re creating a gallery of the images and words that motivate the people of the EMS to keep serving so “that others may live.” Check the NEMSMF website to watch as our gallery grows.

Tag @emsmemorial and use these hashtags on social media:
#commitmentservicesacrifice #emscss #emsmemorial

National memorials honor the sacrifices of law enforcement and the fire service. None honors the ultimate sacrifices of the men and women of EMS. The National EMS Memorial Foundation exists solely to establish a permanent EMS Memorial in Washington DC. With your help, we will finally commemorate those who have fallen in the line of duty, have been disabled and those that continue to serve. Please consider making a tax-deductible donation.

EMSMemorial.org